Adaptive motor unit potential train validation using MUP shape information.
A decomposed electromyographic (EMG) signal provides information that can be used clinically or for physiological investigation. However, in all instances the validity of the extracted motor unit potential trains (MUPTs) must first be determined because, as with all pattern recognition applications, errors will occur during decomposition. Moreover, detecting invalid MUPTs during EMG signal decomposition can enhance decompositions results. Eight methods to validate an extracted MUPT using its motor unit potential (MUP) shape information were studied. These MUPT validation methods are based on existing cluster analysis algorithms, four were newly developed adaptive methods and four were classical cluster validation methods. The methods evaluate the shapes of the MUPs of a MUPT to determine whether the MUPT represents the activity of a single motor unit (i.e. it is a valid MUPT) or not. Evaluation results using both simulated and real data show that the newly developed adaptive methods are sufficiently fast and accurate to be used during or after the decomposition of EMG signals. The adaptive gap-based Duda and Hart (AGDH) method had significantly better accuracies in correctly categorizing the MUPTs extracted during decomposition (91.3% and 94.7% for simulated and real data, respectively; assuming 12.7% of the extracted MUPTs are on average invalid). The accuracy with which invalid MUPTs can be detected is dependent on the similarity of the MUP templates of the MUPTs merged to create the invalid train and suggests the need, in some cases, for the combined use of motor unit firing pattern and MUP shape information.